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Behind all its talk of ‘sharing the 
pain’, Cowen’s government is prepar-
ing new attacks on workers. 

according to the Sunday Business 
Post, ‘ a return to domestic water 
charges is expected to be recom-
mended by the Commission on 
Taxation which publishes its report 
this summer’.

This Commission is dominated by 
the corporate elite. its seventeen mem-
bers include five accountants, three 
company directors, the CeO of the 
irish Stock exchange, a representative 
of the irish Banking Federation, iBeC 
and the iFa – alongside one token 
trade union representative.

it will not advocate serious taxes 
on the fat cats.

instead the FF- Green government 
has embarked on a strategy to cut 
wages by between 10 and 20% over 
the next few years. 

The pension levy on public sector 
workers and the 1% levy on gross pay 
are only the start.

in addition to water charged they 
want to bring the lowest paid worker 
into the tax net, impose university 
fees and more pay cuts on the public 
sector.

We have to really fight to stop a 
reduction in our living standards

The huge 120,000 demonstration 
on February 22nd showed that workers 
are willing to fight. 

Tens of thousands want the pension 
levy withdrawn and a special pension 
protection bond created for private 
sector workers.

But our enthusiasm to mobilise is 
not matched by the union leaders. 
They have been forced to call ballots 
for strike action but

 They left 13,000 CPSU members 
strike alone. SiPTU and iMPaCT 
even sent out letters to members to 
tell them – wrongly - that solidarity 
action was illegal.

■

 They deliberately left a six week gap 
between February 22nd and March 
30th to allow the momentum of anger 
to drop.

 The iCTU have refused to even 
demand the withdrawal of pension 
levy.

The danger is that the union lead-

■

■

ers will try to use the threat of strike 
action to enter talks on a ‘social soli-
darity pact’.

Top business leaders have already 
held secret talks with FG and labour 
to urge a reduction in conflict with 
the government. 

after these talks, labour leader 

eamon Gilmore changed his rheto-
ric and is now calling for a ‘national 
consensus’ – the same language used 
by Cowen.

Most union leaders are labour 
Party members and will push the 
same line. 

This is why Socialist Worker urges 

its readers to build for the national 
strike on March 30th but to keeping up 
the pressure on the union leaders.

You can best do this by calling union 
meetings in your job to endorse the 
call of the grassroots organisation, 
national Public Service alliance for 
strong action. 

Keep up the pressure

STRIKE ON MARCH 30th

We urge all workers to Vote YES for 
action on March 30th
We  demand:
1. Scrap the levy- complete 
withdrawal.  No to wage cuts.
2. A one day national stoppage of 
all public sector workers to remove 
the levy. 
  This should be part of a 
determined campaign in all unions to 

have the levy removed.
3. A pension protection fund for all 
workers in private sector.
4. Make the rich pay for crisis.  
  We are calling for taxes on 
the incomes and assets of the very 
wealthy and the removal of a tax 
reliefs and shelters which favour 
them.  
  We demand tax equity.

   Add your name to the statement 
calling for a national stoppage to 
scrap the levy. 

   Circulate the petition in your 
workplace and sent it to the ICTU

   You can download copies of the 
statement from the SWP website on 
www.swp.ie or email info@swp.ie to 
get copies or telephone 01 8722682

Support thiS Statement

The huge ICTU march in Dublin in February should be followed up with a one day national shutdown              Pic: Paula Geraghty
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Over 200 parents, teachers 
and schoolchildren marched 
together to the Fianna Fail 
clinic in Ballyfermot against 
the cuts to special needs 
in education proposed by 
Minister Batt O’Keeffe. 

n i n e  s c h o o l s  i n 
Ballyfermot alone would be 
affected by a miserable cut to 
the special needs budget of 
€6 million nationally.

as Tracy whose two kids 
are special needs said, “a 
fraction of what they would 
spend on the banks could 
keep my kids in decent class 
sizes. 

if they lose a single spe-
cial needs teacher it will set 
them right back.”

Parents and children had 
collected over 1200 signa-
tures in Ballyfermot, during 

a week when the schools had 
closed for two days on mid 
term break. 

The support for the 
march was very positive and 
the children made their own 
banners and chanted loudly 
“They say cutback We say 
fightback”.

The march arrived at the 
clinic of FF Td Michael 
Mulcahy just as his car 
pulled up to the commu-
nity center. 

he refused to talk to peo-
ple outside but agreed to 
meet a delegation inside. 

local People Before 
Profit representative Brid 
Smith, who had organised 
the protest tried to present 
Mulcahy with the petitions 
collected by the community 
but he refused to talk to the 

delegation once Brid was 
present. 

he was told by most of 
the parents that they would 
leave if Brid was forced to 
leave. in the event the teach-
ers met with the Td who 
repeated Batt O’Keeffe’s 
line and made vague 
commitments about the 
possibility of schools shar-
ing a one teacher and losing 
another.

Outside the protest re-
mained lively and noisy. 
Parents and children voted 
to return to the clinic to con-
tinue the protest next week 
and insisted that they would 
accept no cuts to special 
needs in their area. 

Protests at Fianna Fail’s 
clinic will continue while the 
cuts remain on the table.

By nIall SmyTh

TeaCherS UniTed, an 
alliance of trade union ac-
tivists from across the three 
teacher unions, inTO, 
aSTi and TUi held a second 
protest outside the anglo 
irish Bank on Stephen’s 
Green on Monday 23rd 
February. 

around 30 teachers 
gathered to protest at the 
imposition of the pensions 
levy while bailing out banks 
with billions of euro. 

Many activists from 
Teachers United are also 
active in the national 
Public Service alliance, 
which is calling for a 
complete reversal of the 
pensions levy, a national 
stoppage as a first step in 

a national campaign and 
for those who created the 
crisis to pay the price. 

Teachers United mem-
bers are currently pushing 
for maximum ‘yes’ vote in 

the upcoming ballot for in-
dustrial action across the 
three teacher unions.
For further details contact 
teachersunited09@gmail.com 
and see: www.teachersunited.
wordpress.com

Teachers target Anglo Irish Bank

Helping the 
Golden Circle
The SCandal at anglo 
irish Bank has exposed 
the Golden Circle is alive 
and well in ireland.

The board of directors 
of anglo included a who’s 
who of directors from 
other major irish cor-
porations, from Smurfit 
to Greencore to Price 
Waterhouse Coopers. 
They all went along with 
the corruption and mad 
speculation frenzy.

Fianna Fail tells us that 
these people are ‘heroes’. 
Many of the new ‘heroes’ 
on board of directors at 
anglo are more of the 
same crooks who caused 
the crisis.

Maurice Keane, the 
former Bank of ireland 
chief executive, now at 
anglo, tried to protect 
declan Flavin when he 
was caught insider dealing 
at dCC (previously Fyffe’s 
bananas). Others include 
david Byrne former at-
torney general; Bernard 
Somers, former aiB direc-
tor; and chairman Michael 
Buckley, former aiB chief 
executive. 

Meanwhile 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
response to the corruption 
and economic crisis has 
been to produce a short 
film showing non-execu-
tive directors how not to 
get sued.

its good to see we’re all 
feeling the pain equally 
and especially those who 
caused the mess.

Step out of the 
vehicle Prawo
The Garda intelligence 
unit has finally tracked 
down one of ireland’s 
most prolific criminals, 
“Prawo Jazdy”.  

The mystery Polish 
houdini clocked up 50 
traffic offences using 
different addresses and 
evaded arrest.

after six months in-
vestigation that involved 
finding a dictionary and 
learning how to use it, 
Gardai found, “Prawo 
Jazdy is actually the 
Polish for ‘driving li-
cence’ and not the first 
and surname on the 
licence.” 

arrest warrants for 
“Seymour Carr” and 
“Max Speed” are still 
outstanding. 

CUTS in dublin Bus services 
have only been postponed 
– nOT withdrawn. dublin 
Bus still plan huge cuts in 
jobs and services across 
dublin. noel dempsey, min-
ister for transport, plans to 
make 290 workers at dublin 
Bus and hundreds more at 
Bus eireann redundant. The 
plan will see almost 300 buses 
put off the roads. Over 160 
drivers at dublin Bus are 
threatened with being laid 
off.

hundreds have turned 
out to meetings to organise 
solidarity between bus work-
ers and communities to stop 
the cuts.

dave Murray, a bus driver 

said, “dublin Bus are one 
of the least subsidised bus 
companies in europe.  in 
addition we are faced with 
huge restrictions because of 
the handing over of routes to 
private operators”.

On Friday 27th February 
protests were held in 
Ballymun, Finglas, rialto and 
Ballyfermot. More protests 
in these and other areas are 
to follow.

Owen McCormack, a bus 
driver said, “These cuts make 
no sense at a time when the 
Government has just unveiled 
its new “smart travel” plan 
designed to get over 100,000 
people out of cars. how can 
they announce this with a 

straight face while at the 
same time sanctioning the 
cuts in dublin Bus and Bus 
eireann.”

“Brian Cowen stated that 
his priority was jobs, jobs, 
jobs, well let him prove it by 
stopping the company’s cuts 
and keeping this city’s and 
country’s buses running”

“These drivers provide 
a essential service for this 
city, we need to look at ex-
panding that service not 
reducing it. More people 
may be forced out of their 
cars due to economic neces-
sity over the coming months. 
Unfortunately they will find 
that the bus services in their 

areas will no longer be there. 
it is not good enough for the 
Minister to pretend that this 
won’t affect peak service or 
that the system has enough 
capacity. One tenth of the net-
work will be scrapped and it 
will have lasting and damag-
ing effects on our city, country 
and communities”.

By Donal maC 
FhearraIgh

WOrKerS aT Waterford 
Crystal are continuing their 
occupation, now in their sixth 
week. Tom hogan, a retired 
Waterford Crystal worker, 
spoke to Socialist Worker, 
“The occupation is still lively 
with over 40 people turning 
up every day. representative 
from the occupation are 
traveling throughout ireland 
and Britain to speak about 
the occupation and how peo-
ple can support us”.

“KPS, a US vulture capi-
talist firm, has bought the 

brand but it is still unclear 
how many jobs will be saved. 
The 10 million offered in 
compensation to the work-
ers is completely inadequate. 
The 480 sacked workers are 
now living on the basic so-
cial welfare payment, the 
compensation offered will 
only last four or five weeks. 
Many families are now 
wondering how they will 
pay their mortgages, as 
statutory redundancy will not 
be processed for another 12 
weeks. Workers are pushing 
that the 10 million be seen 
as a down payment for more 
compensation”.

“The new owner’s plan is 
that the manufacturing be 
done by a separate company. 
We are calling on the govern-
ment to step in and take the 
manufacturing into public 
ownership. Over 300,000 
people visited Waterford last 
year because of Waterford 
Crystal”.

“The receiver has been 
told not to go too far in any 
agreement until a full deal 
is worked out. The govern-
ment has been informed in 
a written submission and it, 
along with iCTU, has been 
asked to organize a meeting 
of the national implementa-

tion body to get all parties 
into the same room”.

“The government has 
been dragging its feet on 
the pension issue. The bosses 
are doing everything to avoid 
responsibility for pensions. 
There is a strong possibil-
ity that the union may have 
to take legal action to get a 
pension bond established, 
where a scheme similar to 
the UK that guarantees 90% 
of a workers pension is estab-
lish. The workers are clear 
that all these issues have to 
be resolved together, there 
can be no splitting up the 
issues”.

“We are also pushing 
that the union hold another 
mass meeting so all work-
ers are informed of where 
the negotiations are at and 
to keep everyone together 
and on board for an agreed 
strategy”.

The resistance by the 
Waterford Crystal workers is 
an inspiration to other work-
ers facing cuts and job losses. 
On the 20th February work-
ers at element Six, previously 
deBeers, in Shannon held a 
sit in to protest management 
plans to sack 150 workers out 
of a workforce of 620. 

Waterford Crystal workers call 
on government to intervene

Ballyfermot protests education cuts

Communities 
resist bus cuts

 Waterford Crystal workers lead the 120,000-strong ICTU march in Dublin on February  21            Pic: Paula Geraghty

 Teachers United at anglo-Irish               

 rialto protest to Save our bus Services                                                      Pic: Paula Geraghty
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What the SoCiaLiSt WorKerS partY StanDS For

As sociAlist Worker 
went to press taxi drivers 
were planning to organize 
a one-day shut down of cit-
ies and major towns across 
ireland. 

taxi drivers for change, a 
grassroots movement of taxi 
drivers, have organized four 
demonstrations in Dublin of 
thousands of taxi drivers.

last week they met with 
taxi drivers from cork, 
Galway, tullamore and the 
midlands region to co-ordi-
nate a national stoppage.

Dave Meade, one of the 
protest organizers and a 
taxi driver for 17 years said, 
“the deregulation of the 
taxi industry has been a 
complete mess. We need the 
government to suspend the 
issuing of any new licenses 
and do a root and branch 
analysis of the sorry mess 
that is the taxi industry”.

“there are guys working 
for lower than the minimum 
wage, coming home with 
€620 a week. Next week all 
out again but there’ll be no 
more walking, next week 

we’ll be driving our cars to 
shut down the city”.

liz a taxi driver for seven 
years said, “Noel Dempsey 
needs to step in and clean 
up this industry as the 
regulator has shown she 
can’t. We’re getting a lot of 
support from around the re-
gions. We ain’t going away 
and the government needs 
to realize this is only going 
to get bigger”.

William Roche has been 
driving a taxi for 10 years, 
said “there are 20,000 taxis 

in Dublin for a population 
of over a million while in 
New York there are 12,000 
taxis for a population of 19 
million. there are only 560 
taxi spaces for all the taxis 
in Dublin.

this has created a race 
to the bottom in wages and 
standards in the taxi in-
dustry. We need to change 
the laws and bring back 
regulation”. 

tony Rowe a taxi driver 
for over 30 years said, “the 
taxi industry as it stands is 

an environmental disaster. 
Each taxi wastes between 
five and nine litres of fuel a 
day simply driving around. 
this is the equivalent of 10 
tones of carbon Dioxide 
a day being released into 
the atmosphere. We have 
the Greens in government 
claiming to be fighting 
for the environment, they 
should get of backside and 
do something positive and 
regulate the taxi industry”.

Jim Weldon, one of the 
organizers said, “i’m call-
ing on all taxi drivers to 
heighten our protests. We 
have to stick together and 
stay organized”.

We need a national 
transport strike to force 
the government to create 
a properly regulated taxi 
industry and a properly 
funded public transport 
system.

this reflects the broader 
agenda of Mary Harney 
to run down our publicly 
funded elderly care centres 
to force people into the 
costly private sector. 

120,000 demand ‘Scrap the levy’

The PeoPle Before Profit Alliance (PBP) gathered thousands of signatures on the 
120,000 strong ICTU march, calling on Congress to call a one-day national strike 
to force the government to withdraw the public sector pension levy and other at-
tacks on ordinary workers.

richard boyd barrett from PbP said, “We were overwhelmed with people com-
ing up and signing our petition calling for a one-day national strike. People rightly 
understand that only concerted and united strike action across the country will 
bring this government to heel”.

Cllr Joan Collins from PbP and a postal worker said, “The ICTU protest was a 
brilliant start in mobilising ordinary workers against the cynical attempt by the 
government to slash our living standards. When the 33,000 millionaires in this 
country pay proper tax on their obscene earnings then we might take seriously all 
the hypocritical talk of “sharing the pain.”  

“In order to get a just resolution to the current crisis we need to move now from 
marching to united strike action by all workers”.  

The Civil and Public 
Services Union (CPSU) 
held a one-day strike 
against the pension levy 
on the 26th February. 

Fred, a CPSU rep in the 
Four Courts said, “When 
you factor in losing the pay 
increase we were due to get 
in September this amounts 
to losing between €40 
to €60 a week for most 
workers. This is a ma-
jority female workforce 
who work shorter hours 
to accommodate child-

care needs. Therefore 
they won’t ever see a full 
pension and are therefore 
being penalized twice. 
The CPSU predicted this 
economic mess nearly 10 
years ago but the govern-
ment did nothing and now 
workers are being asked 
to pay to clean it up. it’s 
not on”.

Sue who works in 
the institute of Public 
administration said, 
“We are low paid work-
ers. The media lies about 

the level of salary in the 
public sector. i’m on the 
second salary scale and i 
take home €361 for a four 
day week. My husband is 
a carpenter and is finding 
it hard to get work. This 
pension levy will mean a 
cut of nearly €80 a month. 
i have to cover childcare 
costs of €710 a month and 
pay a mortgage”. 

Paul who works in the 
Garda Ombudsman of-
fice said, “This levy will 
mean losing half a day’s 

pay, nearly €30 a week 
for me. My wife and i are 
already struggling to pay 
the rent and bills. i hope 
everyone will come out 
together on a single day 
to stop this levy”.

david who works in the 
four courts said, “i have a 
new baby and together with 
the cuts in child support 
i’ll be down nearly €50 a 
week. We didn’t cause the 
economic mess, all the un-
ions should stand together 
to fight this levy”.

CPSU strike shows what ICTU should do

By hUgh leWIS

The hSe wants to cut €1 
Billion from the health 
Service. it wants to focus the 
cuts on workers wages and 
services. 

There is no talk of cutting 
top salaries like that of 
Brendan drumm the head 
of the hSe who is still on 
over €300,000 a year, or 
of sacking useless and un-
necessary managers. There 
is also no talk of stopping 
the hSe ‘corporate welfare’ 
to the private sector through 
the hospital co-location 
scheme or ending the two-
tier health system.

The scandal around 
closing public nursing 
homes in order to subsidise 
private facilities at a huge 

expense to tax payers has 
come to light in Bray, Carlow 
and Waterford.

The People Before Profit 
alliance in Bray held a public 
meeting about the Faith of 
the Orchard Welfare home, 
the only public nursing home 
in the town. 

Concern has been 
growing about the future of 
the Orchard as the hSe is 
set to close it down, claiming 
that it is a fire hazard and in 
breach of health and safety 
standards. 

The 35 elderly residents 
are to be moved into private 
nursing homes and the 
government is to undertake 
the cost at approximately 
€80,000 per annum per 
patient, yet a fire safety 
expert that that attended 

the public meeting made 
it clear that it would cost 
the hSe only €100,000 to 
completely fireproof the 
existing building to full 
safety standards.

The nursing home in Bray 
joins two others that are due 
for closure, Bethany house 
in Carlow and St. Patricks 
hospital, Waterford. Similar 
public meetings in Carlow 
and Waterford were held 
to organise and demand 
a reversal of the hSe’s 
decision to close the homes.

no rational person would 
want to maintain a centre 
that is a fire hazard, but the 
hSe’s reaction has been to 
move to full closure before 
carrying out their own 
assessment to repair the 
centre. 

taxi drivers organise national stoppage

hSE close public care centres to subsidise private

 CPSU members take action in February           Pic: Paula Geraghty

 Protest by taxi drivers in February        Pic: Paula Geraghty
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gerry gannon –  
A registered fiann fail contributor
•	 he co-owns the K-Club in Straffan, 
County Kildare with Michael Smurfit.
•	 he is the founder of Gannon homes 
properties and owns a large amount of land 
in north and south Dublin.

Joe o’reilly, who was involved in 
suspect dealings with late ff Td 
liam lawlor
•	 The developer of the €1 billion 
Dundrum shopping centre.
•	 his company, Castlethorn, plans to 
build a €1.2 billion new town in Adamstown, 
west Dublin.
•	 he also plans a mixed-use 
development on O’Connell Street in Dublin. 

Seamus ross, Mr. galway Tent & 
regular donator to fianna fail
•	 the founder of menolly homes, the 
country’s biggest homebuilders.
•	 He also owns Dunboyne castle in Co. 
Meath.
•	 In 2003, Mr. Ross made headlines 
when he told the planning tribunal, he 
paid Fianna Fail TD Liam Lawlor €40,000 
to get the postal address of a housing 
development changed from Clondalkin to 
Lucan. The change enhanced the value his 
homes by up to €5,000 per house.

Jerry Conlan
•	 he sold �00 acres of land in naas 
in Co. Kildare (including his millennium 
business park) for €300 million in 2006 
and used the proceeds of sale to found 
the mount Carmel medical group private 
hospital.
•	 he’s been described by his fellow 
Kildare man Charlie mcCreevy as someone 
who ‘believes in doing everything to the 
highest standards’
•	 his business partner is staunch Fianna 
Fail supporter Richard Conroy.

iN ANotHER example 
of how the rich and their 
hangers-on demand state 
welfare while preching 
austerity to workers, Dun 
laoghaire-Rathdown co. 
council has re-hired former 
county Manager, Derek 
Brady, as a “consultant”. 

Richard Boyd Barrett 
of the People Before Profit 
Alliance said, “in a direct 
kickback, Derek Brady 
walked straight out of his 
job as county manager 
and straight into a senior 
job with private developer, 
Noel smyth who had major 
construction interests in 
the area – not least of which 
were plans that would have 
led to the closure of the local 
hospital”.

“it exposes how the 
revolving door between 
companies and high 

officials that makes a joke of 
democracy”. 

“like the government 
and the Bankers, Derek 
Brady was a “yes” man for 
private developers. 

“He facilitated, at almost 
every turn, their greed-
driven plans and now he’s 
back and being rewarded 
again”.

“Brady was effectively 
pushing social cleansing 
of the area. He failed to 
provide adequate social 
and affordable housing 
“resulting in almost a 
doubling of the housing 
waiting list during his 
period in office. 

“His plans to privatise 
the sea front were only 
stopped because of massive 
street protests. He should be 
barred from any ‘consulting’ 
with the council”.

By alex CallInICoS 

ThIs yeAr marks the 200th 
anniversary of the birth of 
Charles Darwin. It is also 150 
years since the publication of 
the book that made him world 
famous, indeed notorious 
– On The Origin Of species By 
Means Of Natural selection.

For a man who consciously 
cultivated scholarly obscurity 
and whose real claim to our 
attention is as a natural 
scientist, Darwin’s image is 
extraordinarily contested.

On the one hand, we have 
the benign sage portrayed in 
David Attenborough’s recent 
BBC special, Charles Darwin 
And The Tree Of Life. On the 
other, you have the Darwin who 
is under constant attack from 
the Christian right.

his legacy has come under 
fire from those who campaign 
for “intelligent design” – the 
idea that God directly created 
all the complex variety of living 
beings, to be taught on equal 
terms with evolutionary theory 
at schools.

This is presumably why 
Attenborough devoted so much 
of his programme to carefully 
and vividly demonstrating how 
subsequent scientific research 
has confirmed the theory of 
evolution.

But Darwin is also suspected 
by many on the left. They fear 
that his ideas have served 
to legitimise a succession of 
reactionary ideologies.

These start with “social 
Darwinism” in the 19th century 
– the attempt by various 
ideologues to prove that 
biological evolution justifies 
capitalist competition and 
the imperialist domination of 
“inferior” races.

Then, much more 
recently, there has been the 
development of sociobiology. 
This involves reducing the 
behaviour of human beings 
in society to the demands 
supposedly put on them by 
their genes.

None of this has much 
to do with Darwin. social 
Darwinism was developed 
before The Origin Of species 
was published, notably by 
the liberal sociologist herbert 
spencer, who coined the 
slogan “survival of the fittest”.

Nor was Darwin a racist. 
he reacted with disgust when 
confronted with slavery in 
south America during his five-
year voyage on hMs Beagle in 
the 1830s.

In his notebooks he attacked 
the idea that black people 
belonged to a different species 
from whites: “From our origin in 
one common ancestor we may 
be all netted together.”

Indeed, at the core of 
Darwin’s theory is the idea 
that, not just human beings, 

but all living organisms, are 
“netted together” through the 
evolutionary process.

The Origin Of species seeks 
to establish two basic claims. 
The first is that evolution, 
what he calls “descent by 
modification”, happens.

The Christian orthodoxy 
of Darwin’s day held that all 
the different kinds of plants 
and animals were “special 
creations”. In other words, 
God designed all the different 
species as we know them 
today.

The implication was that 
nature has no history. But by 
the middle of the 19th century 
this had ceased to be credible. 

The development of geology 
revealed that the earth 
itself had a history, and also 
exposed, often buried deep 
in rock strata, the fossilised 
remains of extinct plants and 
animals.

It was an obvious conclusion 
that these were the ancestors 
of the present day array of 
plants and animals. But if living 
organisms evolved – developed 
and changed from one kind 
into another – how did this 
happen?

enter Darwin’s second great 
claim, the theory of evolution 
by natural selection itself. 
This explained how evolution 

worked on the 
basis of three 
assumptions.

The first is 
that, according 
to Darwin, “many 
more individuals 
of each species 
are born than can 
possibly survive... 
consequently, 
there is a 
frequently 
recurring struggle 
for existence”. 
An organism’s 
chances of 
survival will 
depend on how 
well adapted it is 
to its environment.

second, 
the individual 
members of a 
species differ 
slightly from one 

another. Moreover, they are 
able to pass these variations 
on to their offspring. 

Third, some of these 
differences will allow the 
organisms that possess them, 
in a given environment, to 
reproduce better than others.

The reason why each 
variation takes place is nothing 
to do with any conscious 
or unconscious purpose of 
increasing the organism’s 
chances of survival, they are 
random mutations in DNA 
– blind luck.

so evolution is blind, 
according to Darwin. It is the 
constant interplay between 
genetic mutations and 
environmental changes that 
leads to the proliferation 
of different species each 
representing a specific niche in 
the struggle for survival.

Darwin’s great contemporary 
Karl Marx commented that 
The Origin Of species “is very 
important and serves me as a 
natural-scientific basis for the 
class struggle in history”.

Marx dethroned all the 
kings and queens, the great 
men and women of history. he 
showed how societies change 
as a result of the conflicts that 
develop in the way in which 
they organise production.

Darwin dethroned God. he 
allowed us to see all the variety 
and richness of life as nothing 
to do with divine purpose, as 
the result of a blind process of 
natural selection.

Charles Darwin’s 
discovery The Golden CirCle revealed

The rich are feeling no pain
iT iS outrageous to slash the earnings of working people - al-
ready struggling to make ends meet - while the vast wealth and 
obscene salaries of the super-wealthy are barely touched.

The Central Statistics Office estimate that the top 1% of 
the population holds 20% of the wealth, the top 2% holds 30% 
and the top 5% holds 40%. however, if we exclude the value 
of housing wealth and focus primarily on financial wealth, the 
concentration of wealth increases. in this instance, 1% of the 
population accounts for around 34% of the wealth.

The focus on the asset base excluding residential property 
of the top 1% of the population is because residential property 
is only a small component of their overall assets, compared 
to the population at large, where the value of your home is 
the dominant asset and plays an important part in various 
financial decisions. For the rich wealth is concentrated in fi-
nancial assets.

according to these figure the wealth, excluding property, 
of the top 1% was over €100 Billion last year.

recently media reports have shown that taxes paid by a 
small layer of professionals account for a large portion of the 
national income tax take. This is because the super-rich pays 
no income tax. either they evade tax by becoming tax exiles, or 
they only pay capital gains tax of 21% on shares and acquisi-
tions. it proves that we need a ‘wealth levy’.

But there is no talk of making these fat cats feel some pain. 
The Government wants workers, who created the Celtic Tiger 
but who saw none of the wealth, to pay with extra taxes, wage 
cuts and cuts in public services.

With a little help 
from his friends

 Charles Darwin

Four of the ten Golden Circle behind Anglo Irish have been 
revealed, all are major Fianna Fail donors and supporters.
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gerry gannon –  
A registered fiann fail contributor
•	 he co-owns the K-Club in Straffan, 
County Kildare with Michael Smurfit.
•	 he is the founder of Gannon homes 
properties and owns a large amount of land 
in north and south Dublin.

Joe o’reilly, who was involved in 
suspect dealings with late ff Td 
liam lawlor
•	 The developer of the €1 billion 
Dundrum shopping centre.
•	 his company, Castlethorn, plans to 
build a €1.2 billion new town in Adamstown, 
west Dublin.
•	 he also plans a mixed-use 
development on O’Connell Street in Dublin. 

Seamus ross, Mr. galway Tent & 
regular donator to fianna fail
•	 the founder of menolly homes, the 
country’s biggest homebuilders.
•	 He also owns Dunboyne castle in Co. 
Meath.
•	 In 2003, Mr. Ross made headlines 
when he told the planning tribunal, he 
paid Fianna Fail TD Liam Lawlor €40,000 
to get the postal address of a housing 
development changed from Clondalkin to 
Lucan. The change enhanced the value his 
homes by up to €5,000 per house.

Jerry Conlan
•	 he sold �00 acres of land in naas 
in Co. Kildare (including his millennium 
business park) for €300 million in 2006 
and used the proceeds of sale to found 
the mount Carmel medical group private 
hospital.
•	 he’s been described by his fellow 
Kildare man Charlie mcCreevy as someone 
who ‘believes in doing everything to the 
highest standards’
•	 his business partner is staunch Fianna 
Fail supporter Richard Conroy.

By SIneaD KenneDy

ONe OF the central tenets of 
Obama’s presidential 2008 
campaign was his call for 
the Us to leave Iraq. Obama 
promised to bring about 
‘change’ in the Us, but when 
it comes to foreign policy it 
is becoming clear that it is a 
change in emphasis rather 
than policy. 

The core principals of the 
Bush administration’s “war on 
terror” remain worryingly intact. 

he has just announced a 
further 17,000 Us troops will 
be sent to Afghanistan. This 
has had net effect of opening 
up another front for the Us, 
Pakistan. 

According to the Obama’s 
aides, Pakistan is the 
nation that really “scares” 
him. Following the Mumbai 
attacks Pakistan has become 
increasingly unstable and is 
threatened on an almost daily 
basis by a growing Islamist 
insurgency, economic collapse 
and a crisis of government.

Leaks of a Us military 
review, conducted under David 
Petraeus, the American general 
in charge of the region, say he 
has concluded that Pakistan, 
not Iraq, Afghanistan or Iran, is 
the most urgent foreign policy 
issue facing Obama.

The Obama administration 
believes Pakistan is key to 
its objectives of pacifying 
Afghanistan and going after 
al-Qaida and has appointed 
the diplomatic “powerhouse”, 
richard holbrooke, as a special 
representative for Afghanistan 
and Pakistan.

“We often call this situation 
Afpak,” said holbrooke 
recently, warning that Us 
intends that “there will be 
more focus on Pakistan”. 
The Us fears that a recently 
announced truce between 
the Pakistani government 
and insurgents – known as 
the “Pakistani Taliban” - will 
allow Afghan insurgents to 
secure bases where they can 
regroup and organise attacks 
on occupation troops in 
Afghanistan.

The Pakistani government is 
finding itself in an increasingly 
difficult position. The 
government wants to position 
itself as a Us ally especially 
as the Obama administration 
is dangling a $1.5 billion aid 
carrot in front of its face. 

At the behest of the Us, 
Pakistan’s military has been 
engaged in a bloody offensive 
on the border with Afghanistan 
against the “Pakistani Taliban” 
who are essentially what 
they call fighters who target 
NATO operations and resist 
the Pakistani army. But it 
is civilians who have borne 
the brunt of the assault. 
Many thousands have been 
killed. Amnesty International 
estimates that fighting has 
forced up to 500,000 people 
from the area to flee.

The Pakistan government’s 
collusion with the Us is deeply 
unpopular with ordinary 
people in Pakistan. In the 
swat valley region of Pakistan, 
which boarders Afghanistan, 

hundreds of thousands joined 
a march that stretched for 
20 kilometres, chanting anti-
government and pro-Taliban 
slogans.

however, the government’s 
recent talks with Islamist 
leader sufi Muhammad, 
against the wishes of the Us, 
are recognition that it cannot 
win the war. In exchange for 
sufi Muhammad – who despite 
having fought alongside the 
Taliban in Afghanistan is 
regarded as a “moderate” 
– brokering a ceasefire with 
more hardline Islamist forces, 
the government is offering to 
implement a version of Islamic 
sharia law in the border areas.

This deal has the Us 
worried: “We’re troubled 
and confused about what 
happened in swat,” says 
holbrooke. “It is not an 
encouraging trend. The people 
who took over in swat are very 
bad people.”

It is easy to see why he 
is worried. Any deal that 
emboldens the Pakistani 
Taliban will likely make the 
job of “pacifying” southern 
Afghanistan even harder. But 
there are other problems too.

The Pakistani government 
has sought to win public 
backing for its military 
operations by raising the 
possibility of a Taliban takeover 
of Pakistan. Ministers have 
insisted that democracy is in 
peril and that if the Islamists 
were not checked, they would 
soon advance on cities such as 
Karachi and Islamabad.

This reasoning convinced 
many liberals, and even 
some left wingers, to support 
the government’s bombing 
campaign. 

The decision to allow sharia 
is, therefore, a confusing 
and bitter blow to those who 
thought they were joining the 
government in a fight against 
extremism.

Legal recognition for 
sharia is hardly new – various 
Pakistani governments have 
done deals over the issue in 
the past. In theory, it allows for 
religious co-judges to sit in on 
cases and does not replace 
Pakistan’s official legal code.

The government hopes that 
by coming to an agreement 
with sufi Muhammad, the 
radicals can be brought to 
heel. 

Islamist organisations 
have so far been able to 
articulate growing anger 
at the disastrous military 
offensive, while reflecting the 
rage of sections of the middle 
classes and the rural poor at 
inflation, unemployment and 
the collapsing economy. But 
the leadership of the Islamist 
groups have no answer to the 
growing crisis that is crippling 
the poor.

A power sharing 
arrangement between the 
various Islamist groups in 
swat and the wealthy minority 
that runs the Pakistani 
establishment will do nothing 
to protect the interests of 
millions of workers and 
peasants who are suffering the 
daily realities of this war.

Descent into chaos? 
The Us and PakistanThe Golden CirCle revealed

Far FrOM 
facing cutbacks 
the rich are on a 
spending spree.

Paper and 
packaging 
magnate 
Michael Smurfit 
is selling his 
luxury yacht 
for €16.5m 
after buying it 
eight years ago 
for more than 
€40m.

Fifty metres 
in length and 
containing six 
luxury cabins, 
the lady 
ann Magee 
is capable of accommodating 12 
guests. it has a Jacuzzi, a swimming 
pool and an en-suite sauna and 
requires 12-crew to operate.

But Michael isn’t selling the yacht 
because he’s feeling the pinch, but 
because it simply isn’t big enough 
for him. he plans to spend over €44 
million on a less cramped boat.

Beef 
baron larry 
Goodman, 
who made a 
fortune in the 
80s and 90s 
selling rotten 
beef while being 
insured by the 
irish state, 
has splashed 
out on a new 
€8m dauphin 
helicopter. 

his company 
described the 
helicopter as 
“and is a highly 
efficient”, and 
said, “it is used 
for transporting 

managers to and from company 
locations”.

do you think they can afford to 
pay more tax?

Fat cats loosen their belts

 Goodman gets an €8m Dauphin helicopter

 anger after the mumbai bombing

Four of the ten Golden Circle behind Anglo Irish have been 
revealed, all are major Fianna Fail donors and supporters.
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By KIeran allen

Karl Marx studied 
capitalism from a di-
alectical standpoint. 
This way of analysing 

the world stretched back to an-
cient Greek philosophers such 
as heraclitus. it contained two 
essential ideas.

First, that every society was in 
a fluid state –like, as heraclitus 
put it, a river into which you 
cannot step twice. To really un-
derstand it, you had to grasp it 
as a movement heading towards 
its destruction. 

Pro-capitalist writers, such 
as adam Smith, took an op-
posing stance. he thought that 
capitalism arose from a natural 
tendency to trade and barter and 
so had always existed, at least in 
embryonic form.  

By contrast, Marx argued that 
capitalism came into existence 
from the 1550s and industrial 
capitalism only developed after 
1870s. in Capital he tried to 
understand its peculiar laws of 
operation, while recognising 
that it would eventually cease 
to exist.

Second, he thought that real 
change did not come primarily 
from great leaders or new ideas 
but grew out of the internal con-
tradictions in society itself. The 
key contradiction in modern 
society was between the social 
organisation of production and 
the private seizure of profit.

Capitalism brings humans 
into a greater relationship of 
dependency on each other than 
any previous society. Our ances-
tors lived in small self-sufficient 
farms or small villages. But we 
cannot even acquire food or shel-
ter without relying on the work 
of millions in different parts of 
the globe. 

This social division of labour 
stands in direct contradiction to 
the control exercised by corpora-
tions who exist to benefit a tiny 
number of private individuals.

This contradiction is mystified 
by the pseudo-scientific language 
of modern economics which 
pretends that the economy has 
little to do with conflicts over the 
distribution of wealth.  

instead of recognising that 
collective human labour is the 
basis of society, we are supposed 
to accept that that ‘market forces’ 
should dictate how long we work 
or whether we have wage cuts.

Yet these same ‘market forces’, 
which are code words for the 
manic greed of capitalists, pro-
duce a boom slump cycle, the 
summit of which is a general cri-
sis of the sort we are currently 
witnessing.

Once that occurs, the mysti-
cal veil is torn aside and we are 
forced to confront the question: 
Can we organise our collective 
social labour differently?

Socialists propose three ways 
in which we can.
1. Take corporations 
into public 
ownership.
a corporation is a legal entity to 
allow shareholders to take the 
fruits of the labour of others. 
Shareholders add nothing to 
the production process – they 
do not work, plan or even help 

to sell what is produced. They 
merely buy coupons which allow 
them a share in the exploitation 
of others.

Banks control the surplus 
money which arises from pro-
duction and is waiting to re-enter 
into another cycle of production. 
in the interval, the financiers can 
choose to speculate, buy other 
shares or loan it out to other 
capitalists at an interest. But the 
money they control is nothing but 
‘congealed human labour’. 

For a period, they can delude 
themselves that through the mys-
teries of ‘financial engineering’, 
that money just makes money. 
But the pathetic nature of this 
illusion is revealed when the 
system hits a general crisis.

The modern corporation is or-
ganised around a dictatorship of 
money. The richest millionaires 
get several million votes to select 
a Board of directors while the 
middle class shareholder gets a 
handful. 

The sole purpose of the Board 
of director is ‘shareholder value’ 
– or maximising the exploitation 
of workers.  Some money may 
have to be spent on Pr to pretend 
that there is ‘corporate social re-
sponsibility’ but this is only spin. 
a corporation is a really collective 
psychopath that does not care 
about its workforce or about its 
impact on the environment.  

Socialism means taking 
such corporations into public 
ownership.

a simple example will illustrate 
this. There are ten corporations 
which control half of all legal 

drugs which are produced on 
the planet. each has about 15 
people on its board of directors, 
often representing other corpo-
rations in an interlocking chain. 
This means that about 150 people 
dictate the collective labour of 
millions of people and for what 
purpose they are a set to work. 

instead of producing drugs for 
the sickest people, they spend 
about 30% of sales on marketing 
to convince healthy people that 
they may be sick. Between 1975 
and 1997, 1,393 new drugs were 
produced but only sixteen were 
for tropical illness.

Socialists propose giving re-
dundancy notices to this golden 
150 so that the pharmaceutical 
industry is owned in common 
and cheap generic drugs are 
produced to help the poorest 
and the sickest.

2. Workers Control 
Modern work processes are based 
on a sharp division between 
thinking and doing.

a managerial layer – whose 
first loyalty is to the shareholders 
– does all the thinking, planning 
and conception. They decide what 
is produced, how products are 
designed, work is organised. 
as capitalism grows older, they 
expand in numbers to supervise 
the exploitation of others. They 
create ever more paper work to 
check how the Key Performance 
indicators of one group of work-
ers ‘benchmark’ against another. 
They even develop their own 
strange business speak that is 
used as a marker for entry into 

elite circles. Their aim, however, 
is to intensify exploitation so that 
shareholders get more profit.

By contrast, the mass of 
workers – whether blue collar 
or white collar – ‘are not paid 
to think’. They have no say 
what is produced or how work 
is organised. 

a handful of overpaid manag-
ers function like the priesthood 
of old – they are all wise and all 
seeing and, it is assumed, that 
only they could possible know 
how to organise.

Socialists propose to end this 
absurd fiction to enable workers 
control of production.

Workers should periodically 
discuss how to run their enter-
prise. They should be free to 
discuss better ways to raise pro-
ductivity without feeling this will 
lead to job losses. higher forms 
of productivity should benefit all 
through, for example, cutting the 
working time or enabling work-
ers to build up credits to access 
higher forms of learning.

The breakdown of the di-
vision between thinking and 
doing will do away with vast 
amounts of unproductive, over 
paid managers.

in any large organisation, 
some people will still need to 
function as co-ordinators. But 
these can be elected democrati-
cally or else the function can even 
rotate.

Workers control rather than 
managerial dictats will, therefore, 
unleash the creative energies of 
millions who are now told ‘not 
to think’

3. Democratic 
plans for what we 
produce.
even if the large corporations 
were taken into public ownership 
and workers control of produc-
tion prevailed, there still has to be 
a mechanism through which the 
resources of society are allocated 
for different human needs.

Under capitalism, this takes 
place according to the laws of 
supply and demand. if there is 
a huge demand for, let’s say, 
holiday packages to Malaga, 
the prices will increase. 

These high prices send out 
a signal to capitalists to char-
ter more planes and hire hotel 
spaces in Malaga. 

Through such mechanism the 
‘hidden hand’ of the market, is 
said to allocate scarce resources 
in an efficient manner.

But how just how efficient is 
a system which cannot allocate 
cheap water purification tablets 
to the five million people who 
die from water borne diseases 
each year?

and if the hidden hand works 
so well, why will 50 million people 
loose their jobs because of the 
current global depression?

instead of pretending that 
there is a great machine known 
as the Market which we must 
adore but not interfere with, 
socialists propose democratic 
structures to decide how to al-
locate resources and to plan what 
will be produced.

how this might work, will be 
the subject of part three

marx and the  
alternative to Capitalism
part � of a three part series,

a corporation 
is a really 
collective 
psychopath 
that does not 
care about 
its workforce 
or about its 
impact on the 
environment.

 Karl marx
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GalWaY allianCe against 
War (GaaW) has invited freed 
Guantanamo prisoner Binyam 
Mohamad to speak in Galway. 

Over the past couple of years 
GaaW has been in close contact 
with reprieve, Mr Mohamad’s 
lawyers, in order to highlight 

his case and its close links to 
Shannon’s involvement in “ex-
traordinary rendition”. 

GaaW spokesperson, niall 
Farrell: “a special rapporteur 
for the Council of europe, dick 
Marty, established that the Cia 
planes and crews that kidnapped 
Mr Mohamad and brought him 
to be tortured in Morocco and 
months later to a similar fate in 
Kabul’s ‘dark Prison’ not only 
travelled through Shannon 
airport but stayed over night 
there.

“While in Morocco and Kabul 
Binyam Mohamad suffered un-
believable torture and the irish 
government played a part in that 
crime. 

“in order to highlight these 
acts of criminality we will be get-
ting him to come and speak in 
Galway and if possible all over 
the country. naturally, he needs 
time to rest and come to terms 
with the 7 years of horror he has 
endured”.

“Clive Stafford Smith of 

Binyam’s legal team says he 
has clear evidence his client 
was tortured. 

“at the moment he is pursu-
ing a high court case in the UK 
to have secret documents dis-
closed that would collaborate 
this evidence”. 

”according to legal advice 

GaaW has received from the 
Belfast solicitor’s Madden & 
Finucane, if the torture of Mr 
Mohamad can be proved then a 
very viable case could be brought 
before the irish courts to prevent 
US military aircraft from land-
ing on irish soil lest they too are 
complicit in torture.”
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tHE iRisH Anti-War Movement 
(iAWM) is organising a 
campaign to break investment 
links between Eircom and the 
israeli military. 

the iAWM held a picket 
outside the Eircom Headquarters 
in Dublin to protest against 
the company’s plans to award 
a multi-million euro contract for 
a new computer billing system to 
a consortium that includes 
the israeli multinational firm, 
Amdocs, as the major 
sub-contractor. 

Representatives of the iAWM, 
islamic Foundation of ireland 
(iFi) and the ireland-Palestine 

solidarity campaign (iPsc) 
appealed to Eircom not to 
award the contract with iBM 
led consortium that included 
Amdocs.

Rejecting the Amdocs bid 
would be a significant signal to 
israel over its treatment of the 
Palestinians.  

Richard Boyd Barrett, 
chairperson of the iAWM said, 
“Amdocs is a major player in the 
israeli economy, that by its own 
admission has a huge personnel 
overlap with the israeli military. 
that means Amdocs personnel 
were certainly involved in the recent 
atrocities in Gaza that claimed the 

lives of over 1300 Palestinians, 
including more than 300 children.

“We are very disappointed 
that Eircom intend to put 
company profits and commercial 
concerns before human rights 
considerations, when it comes 
to making their decision on the 
awarding of this contract”.

“After Gaza, israel’s inhuman 
treatment of the Palestinians 
simply cannot be allowed to 
continue. Boycotting israel 
- as apartheid south Africa 
was boycotted - will be an 
essential part of any campaign 
to force israel to comply with 
international law and human’s 

rights when it comes to its 
treatment of the Palestinians”. 

saleem Khan, liaison officer 
for the islamic Foundation 
of ireland added, “there are 
50,000 people of Muslim faith in 
this country. if Eircom ignores 
this appeal we will be forced to 
advise our community not to do 
business with Eircom. We cannot 
stand by and watch israel being 
treated as if it is a normal state, 
after the horrors we witnessed 
in Gaza and as it continues to 
deny Palestinians the most basic 
human rights.”
For campaign updates check www.
IrishAntiWar.org

By eamonn mCCann

POverTy LeveLs in the North 
are set to get worse as the 
executive imposes curbs on 
workers’ rights demanded by 
New Labour.

Work and Pensions 
secretary James Purnell is 
steering his “workfare” bill 
through Westminster ---and all 
of the main Northern parties 
are following suit.

Purnell’s scheme will see 
£360 million a year handed to 
private companies to deliver 
a “personalised service” to 
encourage the unemployed 
to find work. The “encour-
agement” will involve the 
withdrawal of Jobseeker’s 
Allowance---£60.50 a week---if 
they can’t show they are ac-
tively seeking work or refuse to 
take whatever job the personal 
adviser finds for them.

Lone parents with children 
as young as seven will be sub-
jected to the “Welfare to Work” 
regime. In the Commons, 
Purnell was asked whether 
benefits would be withdrawn 
from a lone parent who, for 
example, refused an offer of 
child-care to free him or her to 
take whatever job was avail-
able because the creche was 
too far away or not up to stand-
ard. he responded: “In the end 
it will be the personal adviser’s 
decision with the possibility of 
appeal, because if we did it the 
other way round, that would 
clearly have the potential to 
drive a cart and horses through 
the conditionality regime.”

To allow the claimant any 
say in the matter would under-
mine the very purpose of the 
scheme.

People on incapacity 
benefit are to face the same 
pressures. 

New Labour claims that 
“Welfare to Work” will reduce 
child poverty. hound the adults 
in households living in poverty 
into work, and the children 
will benefit. It soundly vaguely 
plausible. But it leaves out of 
account the fact that, over the 
period 2004/05 to 2006/07, 
half of the 110,000 children 
in poverty-level households in 
the North were living in fami-
lies with an adult in full-time 

or part-time paid work. Of the 
60,000 children in poverty with 
two parents, more than half 
were in families with at least 
one of the parents working. 

Tens of thousands of chil-
dren in the North, then, and 
their parent or parents, will be 
in poverty whether an adult 
works or not. This figure will 
rise as unemployment climbs. 

From a conservative point 
of view, the scheme may have 
made some sense when there 
were jobs to be had. It makes 
no sort of sense now---except 
to ensure that the poor pay the 
price of the recession.

Control of social secu-
rity has been devolved to 
stormont. Different aspects 
come under sir reg empey’s 
(Ulster Unionist) Department 
of employment and Learning 
and Margaret ritchie’s 
(sDLP) Department of social 
Development.

empey is a fan of Welfare 
to Work. In May 2007 he 
visited the Wildcat service 
Corporation in harlem and 
professed himself “amazed” at 
its “achievements”. It provides 
“work habits training” to the 
unemployed, who are “incen-
tivised” to take part through 
the denial of welfare benefits if 
they refuse. 

At stormont on February 
2nd, ritchie was asked “to what 
extent do decisions on social 
security policy that are taken 
at Westminster have an impact 
on social security policy in 
Northern Ireland?” she replied 
that funding of social security 
in the North “is predicated on 
the maintenance of parity...We 
have little option but to imple-
ment them.”

In other words, the executive 
has no intention of even trying 
to ease the impact of a neo-
liberal measure which will drive 
down the living standards of 
some of the most vulnerable 
sections of the working class. 
The DUP, sinn Fein, the Ulster 
Unionists and the sDLP are all 
behind the measure.

We need working class 
resistance to the stormont 
consensus. We might start 
with the sort of upsurge which 
brought 120,000 people onto 
the streets of Dublin.

Comment

Workfare increases 
child povertyOn MarCh 16th in vicar St, 

The irish anti-War Movement 
(iaWM) is hosting Unoccupied 
Minds in solidarity with the 
people of Palestine, iraq, 
and afghanistan  - to raise 
awareness about the impact of 
war and military occupation on 
these long-suffering peoples.

artists like Christy Moore, 
Stpehen rea, Sinead Cusack, 
Mick Pyro from republic of 
loose and others, will be joined 
by actors from the abbey 
Theatre and their forthcoming 
production of Seven Jewish 
Children - a play for Gaza, 
recently written by leading 
english playwright, Caryl 
Churchill.  

richard Boyd Barrett, 
chairperson of the iaWM said, 
“in Gaza , one of the most 
immediate needs is to bring 
medical aid to the thousands of 
innocent civilians – including 
hundreds of children – who 
were maimed and injured 
during the recent assault. 

“however, beyond the 
immediate crisis, there is also an 
urgent need to raise awareness 
and solidarity for the people of 
Palestine, iraq and afghanistan 
as they continue to struggle for 
justice, self-determination and 
an end to the occupation of their 
countries”.

“Great hopes have 
accompanied the election of 
the new US President, Barack 
Obama. however, powerful 
forces remain, at the highest 
level, in both the US and other 
parts of the world, who seek to 
continue on the path of war and 
militarism. 

We must continue to raise 
their voices against the use 
war and occupation as a 
means to pursue their political 
objectives”. 
Tickets €25 from www.ticketmaster.ie

Gig for Palestine and Afghanistan

Force Eircom to drop contract with Israeli firm

Freed Guantanamo detainee to speak in Ireland

 binyam mohamad



� Socialist Worker 

PeOPle in northern ireland are 
being hit hard by the recession with 
job losses, home repossessions and 
high prices. 

We are also seeing cutbacks 
in services happening across the 
board.  

Take for example the health 
Minister Michael Mc Gimpsey and 
his proposals to axe 700 nurses from 
their posts in northern ireland. 

Under these proposals in the 
next 2 years there will be cutbacks 
amounting to £340 million, 2500 
health and social care posts will be 
lost in the north.  

This is the last thing that workers 
need in a time of recession. 

Such drastic cutbacks would 
have a disastrous effect and place 
hundreds onto an already rising 
dole queue. 

But also the health service would 
be seriously damaged by such huge 
proposals. 

Mc Gimpsey’s plans to cutback 
and attack public services should 
be thrown into the dustbin. 

There are also proposals for cut-
backs within transport. 

Bus company Wrightbus- who 
just recently signed a £11 million 
partnership deal with a dutch 
coachbuilder has stated that it is 
to slash 235 jobs in Ballymena.

These cutbacks and job losses 
come on the top off closures of 
Woolworths and Zavvi amongst 
other stores. 

The recession is already affect-
ing people, these cutbacks and 
job losses will make peoples’ lives 

much more difficult in the period 
ahead.

The fact that we are in the worst 
economic crises since the 1930’s is 
not the fault of workers in northern 
ireland but of the bankers and 
the crazy logic of the capitalist 
system. 

Therefore we should demand that 
working people don’t pay for the 
recession whilst billions of taxpay-

er’s money get handed to bailout 
the bankers.

The assembly has previously 
stated that they would fight calls 
from Westminster to cut funding 
to the northern ireland executive, 
yet it is precisely the assembly that 
is proposing cutbacks in relation to 
health and a whole range of other 
areas. 

Stormont must protect people’s 

jobs and ensure that services aren’t 
cut in this period of economic 
recession. 

Whilst different parties in the 
assembly sometimes speak out 
against individual proposed cut-
backs they all bear responsibility 
for them. 

it was all the main parties in 
Stormont   who actually agreed to 
the cutbacks in the assembly budget. 

Such meager attempts of protest 
are merely done to strengthen their 
own standing.

a fantastic example of how people 
can resist job losses and redundan-
cies is that of the workers in the 
Waterford Crystal plant. 

Threatened with redundancy 
and a pension removal workers in 
Waterford crystal occupied their 
plant. 

The only reason why they have a 
real possibility of saving their jobs is 
because they took action, occupied 
and fought back. 

Unless workers across the north 
take action and fight against cuts 
in services and job losses then it 
will be they who are forced to pay 
for the recession .

We must ensure that it doesn’t 
happen. 

hEAlTh & TrANSPorT

fIghT ThE 
CUTbACkS

 health minister michael mc gimpsey

 nurses to face the axe


